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a b s t r a c t 

A strong effect of divertor configuration on the threshold power for the L-H transition (P LH ) was observed 

in recent JET experiments in the new ITER-like Wall (ILW) [1–3] . Following a series of EDGE2D-EIRENE 

code simulations with Be impurity and drifts a possible mechanism for the P LH variation with the di- 

vertor geometry is proposed. Both experiment and code simulations show that in the configuration with 

lower neutral recycling near the outer strike point (OSP), electron temperature (T e ) peaks near the OSP 

prior to the L -H transition, while in the configuration with higher OSP recycling T e peaks further out in 

the scrape-off layer (SOL) and the plasma stays in the L-mode at the same input power. Code results 

show large positive radial electric field (E r ) in the near SOL under lower recycling conditions leading to a 

large E ×B shear across the separatrix which may trigger earlier (at lower input power) edge turbulence 

suppression and lower P LH . Suppressed T e ‘s at OSP in configurations with strike points on vertical targets 

(VT) were observed earlier and explained by a geometrical effect of neutral recycling near this particular 

position, whereas in configurations with strike points on horizontal targets (HT) the OSP appears to be 

more open for neutrals (see e.g. review paper [4] ). 

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

There is growing experimental evidence for a strong effect of

ivertor configuration on the threshold power for the L -H transi-

ion (P LH ) (see e.g. [1–3] and refs. therein). Recent experiments in

ET in the ITER-like (Be/W) wall showed a factor of two reduction

f P LH in a configuration with the outer strike point (OSP) on the

orizontal tile 5 (hence, ‘HT’ configuration of pulse #81883) com-

ared to that with the OSP on the vertical target (hence, ‘VT’ con-

guration of pulse #84727), see Fig. 1 , observed in the high density

ranch where P LH increases with plasma density. The two mag-

etic configurations with the plasma current 2.0 MA and toroidal

eld 2.4 T, as well as plasma parameter profiles, were similar in

he core, inside of the magnetic separatrix. Sometimes traces for a

ulse similar to the #81883 pulse in the VT configuration can be

ound in [5] . 
� EUROfusion Consortium, JET, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, OX14 3DB, UK. 
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1 See the Appendix of F.Romanelli et al., Proceedings of the 25th IAEA Fusion 

nergy Conference 2014, Saint Petersburg, Russia. 
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With no significant difference between global parameters in

hese two pulses, it was concluded that the explanation for the

ifference in P LH may be related to a difference of plasma parame-

ers in the extreme edge: in the scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor.

DGE2D-EIRENE [6–8] simulations reproduced a large difference in

xperimental target profiles which are described below, leading to

 large difference is radial electric field (E r ) which, in turn, may in-

uence plasma turbulence around the separatrix location via E × B

hear [3] . 

It has to be noted that large differences between target pro-

les in divertor configurations with strike points on horizontal and

ertical tiles were observed earlier in different machines and at-

ributed to different neutral recycling patterns: in VT configura-

ions, neutrals recycling from the target had larger probability to

e ionised on flux surfaces hitting the target near the strike point,

ompared with HT configurations, which appeared to be more

pen to neutrals (see e.g. review paper [4] ). Consequently, mea-

ured electron temperature (T e ) had a tendency to peak near the

trike point in HT configurations, while being lower at the strike

oint in VT configurations. One expects similar behaviour in con-

gurations shown in Fig. 1 , just that this difference should apply
Y-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. Magnetic configurations of the HT (#81883) and VT (#84727) discharges in 

the divertor. 
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only to OSP, since inner strike points (ISP) are on vertical tiles in

both configurations. 

2. Setup of EDGE2D-EIRENE cases 

EDGE2D-EIRENE grids were built using magnetic equilibria of

JET pulses shown in Fig. 1 . The grids were optimised for numerical

stability of the code runs in the presence of parallel currents and

drifts. The optimisation was mainly aimed at avoiding very nar-

row separation between radial ‘rows’ in some parts of the grid, e.g.

along the row connecting the X-point with the inner target along

the separatrix, which resulted in very small cell sizes. Since sharp

switching of drifts often leads to numerical instabilities, they were

switched on gradually across the entire computational domain. All

drifts velocities were multiplied by the coefficient α, which was

raised linearly from 0 to 1 over 1 ms time period, which is a stan-

dard drift-related option in EDGE2D-EIRENE. Material surfaces in

the code runs were assumed as in the ITER-like wall (ILW), and

ion species included deuterium (D) and beryllium (Be) with the

latter being physically sputtered from the wall. Tungsten (W) was

not included in the ion mixture, as W concentrations inside of

the plasma covered by the EDGE2D-EIRENE grid were found to be

negligible. A neoclassical self-consistent model for E r was imple-

mented in the core which impeded surface averaged radial cur-

rents. 

The EIRENE version with Kotov-2008 model [9] was used to de-

scribe neutral behaviour. The plasma density was controlled by a

combination of gas puff from the PFR and wall recycling (‘puff+ re-

cycling’ option in EDGE2D-EIRENE), aiming at maintaining a spec-

ified electron density at the outer midplane (OMP) position of the

separatrix, n e,sep . Due to some difference in line average electron

density (larger by ∼8.5% in the HT pulse), a somewhat higher elec-

tron separatrix density at OMP in the HT case, n e,sep = 1.2e19 m 

−3 ,

compared to 1.0e19 m 

−3 in VT, was specified. These choices were

partly motivated by the known effect of a non-linear dependence

of n e,sep on line-average density at low to medium densities, and

partly by the desire to match target profiles measured by Langmuir

probes. 

The input power into the grid was set at 2.7 MW in both cases,

to match experimental power balance. In the code, the input power

was equally split between ion and electron channels. 

Divertor and target plate parameters in EDGE2D-EIRENE cases

are strongly influenced by arbitrarily specified anomalous trans-

port coefficients. Between ion and electron heat conductivities, and

particle diffusion coefficient, often the relation χ e,i = 2/3D ⊥ is as-
umed. At the same time, in recent EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations of

ET -L-mode plasmas it was found that better match with target

angmuir probe measurements can be achieved if χ e ≈ D ⊥ across

ost of the SOL and PFR is assumed, with D ⊥ being reduced in the

uter core and SOL regions around the separatrix position [10] . In

he simulations described here, the following transport coefficients

ere assumed: D ⊥ = 1 m 

2 s −1 and χ i = 2 m 

2 s −1 across the whole

rid, χ e = 1 m 

2 s −1 everywhere except for the main SOL (not in-

luding the divertor) where it was reduced to 0.5 m 

2 s −1 . 

Physical sputtering model for Be impurity was assumed. In all

DGE2D-EIRENE cases, however, Be radiation represented only a

ew percent of the total radiated power which was dominated by

he deuterium Lyman alpha radiation. The same result comes from

he experiment [11] . Also, target T e,i and n e profiles in cases with

e were quite close to those with pure deuterium. 

Catalogued EDGE2D-EIRENE cases can be found

n: alexc/edge2d/jet/81883/nov1015/seq#1 for HT and

lexc/edge2d/jet/84727/nov1015/seq#1 for VT configurations. 

. Comparison between EDGE2D-EIRENE output and 

xperimental results 

Fig. 2 shows experimental Langmuir probe and EDGE2D-EIRENE

imulated target profiles of T e , n e and ion saturation current j sat 

long inner and outer targets in both configurations, mapped to

adial positions at OMP. The profiles are plotted vs. distance from

he separatrix (strike points on both targets) which are indicated

y horizontal dash-dotted lines mapped to positions at the OMP.

ue to uncertainties in the equilibrium reconstruction experimen-

al profiles were arbitrarily shifted (IT profiles by 0.5 cm in both HT

nd VT cases, and OT profiles by 1.2 cm in the HT and 1.7 cm in the

T case, all shifts towards the high field side) and their positions

n the targets were converted into distances from the separatrix

sing linear interpolation based on EDGE2D-EIRENE positions. 

The most important feature of the code results is a much more

eaked T e at OT in the HT configuration, obtained for the same

nput parameters as in VT (even, in the more challenging setup,

ith a 20% higher n e,sep ). This is related to the recycled neutrals

eing ionised more strongly along the separatrix in the VT, com-

ared to HT configurations, which is a purely ballistic effect of re-

ycling neutrals [4] . This results in lower target T e and higher tar-

et n e near strike points at outer target (OT) in the VT compared

o the HT configuration. At the inner target (IT), the situation re-

arding code to the experiment comparison is similar for the two

onfigurations, since the configurations are almost the same on the

nner (high field) side. It has to be noted that results analyzed in

4] were obtained in machines with carbon walls, while experi-

ental and code results presented here are obtained in the ILW

nvironment on JET. One of the consequences of this change is

he loss of the intrinsic radiator (C) in ILW: W concentrations in

he SOL and divertor are negligible, while some Be sputtering from

he main chamber (Be) wall doesn’t lead to high enough radiation

osses which would strongly influence the radiation pattern estab-

ished by the main working gas (usually D) radiation. As a result,

n introduction of non-intrinsic impurities (N, Ne etc. gases) is re-

uired to increase radiation in the SOL and divertor. All these as-

ects, focusing on the difference between the C and ILW environ-

ents are discussed in the review paper [12] . 

In the HT configuration, all code OT parameters are more

eaked near the strike point and larger than experimental ones in

he common flux region (CFR), on the main SOL rings. According

o the probes, there exists the plasma in the private flux region

PFR), especially at the outer target, which is not seen in the code

utput. The reason for this strong discrepancy may be related to

eficiencies of the transport model used in the code or the ne-

lect of neutral leakages from divertor structures (see [12] and refs.
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Fig. 2. Experimental (triangles) and EDGE2D-EIRENE (dots) target profiles of electron temperature (T e ), electron density (n e ), and ion saturation current density (j sat ) in HT 

(a) and VT (b) configurations. Note the inverted X-scale for the left target. 

Fig. 3. Measured (blue dotted line) and simulated (red solid line) D α emission profiles in the divertor in HT (a) and VT (b) configurations. (For interpretation of the references 

to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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herein). The probe point with the largest j sat at OT is unreliable. At

T probe target T e ‘s near the strike point and in the PFR are much

reater than the code values. It is known however that Langmuir

robe T e ‘s below ∼5 eV are unreliable. This may partly explain the

iscrepancy in IT n e , as lower experimental T e would imply higher

 e , closer to the code values (note that j sat values are fairly well

atched at IT). At OT in both cases, the code n e is much greater

han experimental values, which can be attributed to an underesti-

ate of the degree of detachment in the code, evidenced by factor

wo higher j sat in the code than in the experiment. The degree of

etachment at the target is often underestimated in 2D fluid codes

see e.g. [13] ). 

A better match between the code and experiment is achieved

n the VT configuration. Still, at OT j sat is overestimated by the

ode, and due to somewhat lower code T e , n e is overestimated

ven stronger. Again, as in the case of the HT configuration, probe

 e ’s do not fall significantly below 10 eV and, as commented above,

uch relatively high values can’t be trusted, especially deep in the
FR. u  
Fig. 3 shows experimental and simulated D α emission profiles 

long vertical channels looking into the divertor. Fairly reasonable

atch between the experiment and simulations is seen at OT in

oth configurations, taking into account all uncertainties associated

ith the neutral model and perpendicular transport coefficients

dopted in EDGE2D-EIRENE runs. A considerable discrepancy can

e seen at IT, with experimental D α emission being much higher,

ndicating a much stronger degree of detachment at this target in

he experiment compared to the code simulations. The D α radia-

ion shortfall in the modeling has been reported earlier and related

o an insufficient target T e drop in the code, which, in turn, may

e related to molecular power loss terms which are presently not

roperly accounted for in EDGE2D-EIRENE, see e.g. [14–16] . 

. Radial electric field (E r ) profile along outer midplane from 

DGE2D-EIRENE output 

Experimental E r data for the pulses analysed in this paper are

navailable. Fig. 4 shows E r profile vs. distance from the separatrix
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Fig. 4. Simulated E r profiles along OMP for HT and VT configurations. 
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f  
along OMP calculated by EDGE2D-EIRENE. The clear difference be-

tween the two cases can be seen, with the case in HT configuration

showing a large positive E r spike near the OSP, with large positive

values also in a few other, adjacent positions in the near SOL. This

can be related to a spike in T e in this configuration causing positive

plasma potential upstream of the target which is to a large extent

attributed to the potential sheath drop at the target |eV sh | ∼3T e .

Since an electrically conducting target (W) has constant potential,

positive E r ≡ −∇ r V sh in the plasma emerges for radially decaying

T e in the SOL. In contrast, in the VT configuration E r is negative in

the near SOL, since T e rises radially. In the outer core E r < 0, caused

by ion pressure and temperature gradients (no toroidal momentum

input was assumed in the code runs). A particularly large shear of

poloidal E r × B rotation is therefore formed near the separatrix in

the HT configuration. 

In Fig. 4 E r values at the first SOL ring outside of the separatrix

(ring ‘s01’) are not plotted. This has to do with the way E r is cal-

culated in the code. On the core (poloidal) rings the primary value

is E r : the self-consistent neoclassical solution for E r ensures zero

surface averaged radial electric currents between rings. Plasma po-

tentials are calculated later using E r values. In contrast, in the SOL

electric potential is the primary quantity, calculated assuming zero

target potential and taking into account parallel electron momen-

tum balance equation and a possibility of electric currents to the

target surface. E r in the SOL is then calculated by subtracting po-

tentials between neighboring rings. Calculation of E r on ring s01

therefore requires subtraction of the potential on the outermost

core ring (c01) from that on ring s02, which is the second ring in

the SOL. In EDGE2D-EIRENE no model is used to electrically con-

nect the two topologically disconnected regions: core and SOL, and

an arbitrary value can be added to potentials in the core. For plot-

ting the potential across both core and SOL, potentials are assumed

equal on rings c01 and s01 at the OMP position. This arbitrary elec-

trical link between the regions creates an uncertainty in the E r cal-

culation at ring s01. For this reason E r values on rings s01 are ig-

nored. Positions of points c01, s01, s02 and s03 at the equatorial

plane with respect to the separatrix position are: −0.07, 0.04, 0.11

and 0.19 cm, which ensure good spatial resolution even in the ab-

sence of the E r data at position s01. 
. Discussion 

The main purpose of the EDGE2D-EIRENE modeling activity was

o compare HT and VT configurations for the same modeling as-

umptions about power flow into the computational domain, sepa-

atrix density, plasma-wall interaction, neutral behaviour etc., since

he focus was on the effect of neutrals in the two different mag-

etic configurations. At the same time, code results were to be ob-

ained under conditions which are relevant to JET pulses at power

evels where the plasma in the HT configuration goes into the H-

ode, while in VT configuration it stays in the L-mode. This deter-

ined the choice of separatrix densities and transport coefficients

n EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations. 

The clear difference in T e profiles at outer targets between the

wo configurations has been observed and interpreted earlier, as

xplained in the Introduction section. In the present code simu-

ations strong difference in target profiles expected in HT and VT

onfigurations is seen even though n e,sep was chosen to be higher

n HT compared to the VT configuration, emphasising a very strong

mpact of the divertor configuration on neutrals behaviour and

heir impact on target T e profiles and E r at the OMP. 

It is worth noting that the peak T e value at OT is probably not

o important, from the viewpoint of the mechanism of turbulence

uppression by the E × B shear, if it is achieved farther in the

outer SOL’, where plasma densities and temperatures are much

ower than in the ‘near SOL’. The main difference in E r profiles

etween the two configurations, with the much larger E ×B shear

round the separatrix location in the HT configuration, is due to

ifferent neutral behaviour at the OSP and immediately upstream

f this position, which seem to be the key locations for this mech-

nism. 

In JET experiments it is observed that, as the input power is

aised, the L-H transition is preceded by detachment at the inner

arget [3] . EDGE2D-EIRENE runs were unable to simulate the inner

arget detachment, and the inner target T e was constantly increas-

ng with the input power. This may indicate missing elements in

he plasma or neutral models of the code, or the need to higher

ransport coefficients at high input powers. Test EDGE2D-EIRENE

ases with transport coefficients varied proportionally to the input

ower have however failed to simulate stronger inner target de-

achment with increase in the input power. 

. Summary 

There is growing experimental evidence from a number of ma-

hines for a strong effect of divertor configuration on the threshold

ower for the L-H transition (P LH ). Recent experiments in JET in

he ITER-like (Be/W) wall showed a factor of two reduction of P LH 

n a configuration with the outer strike point (OSP) on the horizon-

al target (HT) compared to that with the OSP on the vertical target

VT) observed in the high density branch where P LH increases with

lasma density (for the ‘high density branch’ see e.g. linearly ris-

ng part of P LH vs. multi-machine Martin’s scaling for input pow-

rs above 2.5 MW in [17] ). The two magnetic configurations and

lasma parameters were similar in the core. 

In search of a possible explanation for the P LH difference,

DGE2D-EIRENE code simulations with drifts aimed at reproduc-

ng Langmuir target profiles and D α emission in the divertor, but

aving the same transport coefficients for the two configurations,

ere carried out. Both in the experiment and in the code simu-

ated outer target T e shows a spike at the OSP and then decay

cross the SOL in the HT configuration, whereas in the VT con-

guration T e is low at the OSP and rising in the near SOL (first

0.7 cm), with peak target T e ‘s being similar in the two cases (20–

5 eV). The effect of recycling neutrals on target T e profiles in dif-

erent divertor configurations was studied earlier and attributed to
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he ionisation pattern of recycling neutrals: whether they are re-

ycled towards the field line striking the target at the separatrix

ocation or away from it. 

The difference in target T e profiles results in the difference of E r 
rofiles in the SOL, due partly to the effect of the potential sheath

rop: |eV sh | ∼ 3T e , hence E r ≡ −∇ r V sh > 0 for the HT and < 0 for the

T configuration, for constant target potential. With negative E r in

he outer core, a positive E r spike in the near SOL, just outside of

he separatrix, generates a particularly large poloidal E × B shear

n the HT configuration. It is hypothesised that the extreme edge

 × B shear effect on the local turbulence suppression may have

n impact on the L-H transition, leading to lower P LH in divertor

onfigurations with less ionisation of recycled neutrals at the strike

oint and upstream of it. 
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